SKILLSUSA REGION 2
STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES
MARION TECHNICAL COLLEGE
OCALA FL
FEBRUARY 22nd 2019

Members Present
Kathy McLain       Anthony Maffei
Darin Nine         Priscilla Garcia
Stephen Mazzatentta Ken Adamic
Marcus Francisco   Laurel Angers
Dale Toney         Timothy Colvin
Betsy Beraquit     Jack Dulls
Wayne Parks        Jeremy Ulmer
Angela Vincent     Pamela Bedford
David Smith        Renee Papa
Mathew Gomillion   Sherry Gaynor
Damon Vitale       Kim Burt
Jennifer Bennet    Wayne Eury
Call to order

Kathy McLain called the meeting to order and introductions were made.

Kathy McLain gave us a status report on the region contests so far and an update on the following Friday’s contests

Kathy McLain announced she will be stepping down and ask if anyone is interested in being the region 2 coordinator.

Stephen Mazzatenta and Marcus Francisco both said they would be interested.

Kathy McLain ask for nominations for the coordinators position and suggested we consider having co-coordinators since Marcus is new to SkillsUSA and Stephen Mazzatenta has been a coordinator before. It was also pointed out this way we would have someone in the north of the region and someone in the south.

Darin Nine made the motion to have Marcus Francisco and Stephen Mazzatenta serve as equal co-coordinators until we have our normal even year elections at our February regional contest.

The motion was seconded by Anthony Maffei and approved by unanimous vote.

At this point it was pointed out that we would have to change the signers on our bank account.

Darin Nine made the motion to remove Kathy McLain from the bank account and add Stephen Mazzatenta and Marcus Francisco to the account.

The motion was seconded by Anthony Maffei and approved by unanimous vote.
Kathy McLain gave an update and information on the state contest in Pensacola.

Kathy McLain ask if there was any thing else to bring forward to discuss or any questions.

There was none so we discussed the next meeting and set it for the middle of September with time and place TBA.

Meeting adjourned.